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Optical and magneto-optical properties of highly distorted Fe„100… thin films
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TiN-capped epitaxial bcc Fe films exhibit strong changes in the out-of-plane interplanar distance depending
on the growth conditions. At room temperature, the increase of the volume per Fe atom appears to be as large
as 5%. The observed distortions deviate substantially from elastic behavior. We explain this effect as due to the
presence of nitrogen incorporated into the Fe film during the capping layer deposition. In order to elucidate the
effect that these distortions might have on the optical and magneto-optical properties, we study the diagonal
and off-diagonal elements of the conductivity tensor for both distorted and undistorted structures. This is done
by means of spectral ellipsometry and the Kerr effect in polar and transverse configurations in the energy range
from 1.5 to 4.5 eV. Theoretical calculations usingab initio techniques for the observed structures are per-
formed and compared with experimental data. Different possible mechanisms for the experimentally observed
effects such as distortion, grain size, and orbital hybridization are studied and discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The strain in thin films is well known to have an impo
tant influence on many different kinds of physical properti
To mention a few examples, it can modify the growth mod
of thin films,1,2 the critical temperature in superconductor3

or the optical properties of semiconductors4 and metals.5 Re-
garding magnetic properties, strain also affects satura
magnetoresistance,6 magnetic permeability,7 saturation
magnetostriction,8 and magnetic anisotropies.9 Nevertheless,
and despite its basic and technological relevance, little w
has been done on the influence that strain can have on
magneto-optical properties of materials.10,11

Typically, the experimentally measured magneto-opti
magnitudes are the polar complex Kerr effect (uk andek! or
the transverse Kerr signal (Dr /r ). With the surface norma
in the z direction, the polar Kerr effect is related tosxy ,
while the transverse Kerr signal is related tosxz or syz . A
tetragonal distortion of the crystal structure is expected
modify the elements of the conductivity tensor, both the
agonal and off-diagonal ones, since the electronic structu
altered. In particular, a tetragonal distortion along thez di-
rection might break the equivalence betweensxy , sxz , and
syz that holds in a cubic system. Taking bcc Fe as a mo
system, very well studied from both experimental12–16 and
theoretical17–21points of view, we will focus on the determi
nation and study of the diagonal and off-diagonal eleme
of the conductivity tensor for highly tetragonally distorted
thin films and compare them with the properties of relax
Fe.

This paper has the following structure. In Sec. II we d
scribe the different experimental and theoretical techniq
used. Section III is devoted to the study and modification
strain in thin Fe films. In Sec. IV we describe and interp
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~15!/10498~6!/$15.00
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the results obtained from the optical and magneto-opt
characterizations and compare them with band-struct
based theoretical calculations. Finally, both the origin of
strain and its possible effects on the magneto-optical spe
will be discussed in Sec. V, followed by conclusions in Se
VI.

II. EXPERIMENT AND THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

200 Å bcc Fe films were epitaxially grown on MgO~100!
substrates by triode sputtering in an UHV system. T
growth temperature of the Fe films was varied from roo
temperature~RT! up to 700 °C in steps of 100 °C, while th
Ar pressure was kept at 431024 mbar. In order to protect
the Fe films from oxidation, a 15 Å TiN capping layer wa
reactively sputtered at RT in the same deposition syst
The composition of the mixture of gases was 70% Ar a
30% N2, and the total pressure during deposition of TiN w
831024 mbar.

The structure was studiedin situ by reflection high-energy
electron diffraction~RHEED!, andex situby x-ray diffrac-
tion ~XRD! to obtain the lattice parameters and x-ray refle
tometry~XRR! to obtain the thicknesses of the films, using
four-circle diffractometer. Optical constants~n and k! were
studied by spectral ellipsometry in the energy range 1.5–
eV. Magneto-optical constants were determined by co
bined polar and transverse Kerr spectroscopy, in the ene
ranges 0.8–5.3 and 1.5–4.5 eV, respectively.

The theoretical spectra presented here were calcul
within density functional theory22 using the local density
approximation23 to the density functional, combined with
full-potential linear muffin-tin orbital basis set.24 Our present
calculations are very similar to the ones published in Ref.
10 498 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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In order to account for the indirect intraband transition
which give a strong contribution at low energies to the dia
onal components of the conductivity tensor for metals,
added a phenomenological Drude termsD5vP

2 /4p(gD

2 iv), wherev is the photon frequency,vP the unscreened
plasma frequency, andgD the inverse relaxation time. W
used the experimental values 4.9 eV forvP and 0.45 eV for
gD .

III. GROWTH-TEMPERATURE-DEPENDENT LATTICE
DISTORTION

Epitaxy was checked through RHEED and XRD analys
Intense and sharp lines were observed in RHEED patt
for the sample grown at 700 °C, indicative of a high cryst
line quality. Samples grown at lower temperatures exhibi
similar RHEED patterns, but with broader lines, indicati
also good crystalline quality, although less perfect than in
sample grown at 700 °C. Figure 1 shows symmetric XR
scans from the series of Fe samples grown in the range R
700 °C, all of them with the TiN capping layer mentioned.
strong displacement in the position of the Fe~200! diffraction
peaks is observed as a function of growth temperature, w
indicates a growth-temperature-dependent expansion of
out-of-plane lattice parameter. Both in-plane and out-
plane lattice parameters were determined from the posit
of the Fe~200! symmetric and the~110!, ~211!, and ~112!
asymmetric diffraction peaks. Contrary to what one wou
expect considering an elastic deformation of the Fe latt
the in-plane Fe interplanar distances are close to the

FIG. 1. High-angle XRD symmetric scans showing the displa
ment of the Fe~200! peak as a function of temperature for samp
grown at different temperatures. The dotted line shows the pos
for bulk Fe~200!. The need for two Gaussian peaks to fit the peak
300 °C indicates the presence of two coexisting phases with
and low degrees of distortion.
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values within experimental error. For the out-of-plane int
planar spacings, two different regimes of vertical expans
can be clearly distinguished from Fig. 1. The samples gro
at RT, 100, and 200 °C are highly distorted, with a vertic
expansion between 5% and 6% compared to bulk valu
while samples grown at 400 °C and above are much m
relaxed, with a vertical distortion between 1.6% and 0.3
The sample grown at 300 °C shows two diffraction pea
close to each other, which we attribute to the coexistenc
two phases in the same film with different lattice paramete
representing the boundary between the low-grow
temperature regime~LGT samples! and the high-growth-
temperature regime~HGT samples!. Experimental values for
the out-of-plane and in-plane lattice parameters of the dif
ent Fe films are presented in Table I. It is important to ke
in mind that XRD structural characterization was perform
ex situ, after the growth of the TiN layer.

IV. OPTICAL AND MAGNETO-OPTICAL CONSTANTS
FOR DISTORTED Fe

In Fig. 2 we present the real~n! and imaginary~k! parts of
the complex refractive index of samples grown at 100 a
700 °C, representative of the LGT and HGT regimes resp
tively. The spectra were deduced from ellipsometry measu
ments assuming abrupt interfaces and using the experime
values of the refractive index of TiN, obtained from a Ti
film grown under identical conditions to the presently us
capping layer. As a comparison, values of the refractive
dex obtained for bulk Fe samples by other authors12,13 are
also presented in Fig. 2. The main difference between
LGT and HGT samples is the increase of the optical abso
tion with growth temperature, i.e., with decreasing latti
distortion.

In Fig. 3 we present the transverse Kerr spectra of
same two samples for an angle of incidence of 50°. The m
important feature observed in both spectra is the peak
around 2 eV, which is much narrower and more intense
the HGT sample. On the other hand, Fig. 4 shows the co
plex polar Kerr effect of the same samples. No marked d
ferences are found in this case between the 100 and 70
samples, except for slightly higher values ofek for the
sample grown at 100 °C.

A transfer matrix formalism25,26 was used to calculate th

-

n
t
h

TABLE I. In- and out-of-plane lattice parameters and corr
sponding out-of-plane expansion for Fe films grown at differe
temperatures.

Growth temp
~°C!

In-plane lattice
parameter~Å!

Out-of-plane
lattice parameter

~Å!
Out-of-plane

expansion~%!

50 2.86 3.034 5.8
100 2.866 3.016 5.2
200 2.864 3.006 4.9
300 2.863 2.989–2.921 4.3–1.9
400 2.868 2.913 1.6
500 2.873 2.884 0.6
600 2.873 2.889 0.8
700 2.874 2.875 0.3
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values ofsxy from the experimentally measured spectra
the refractive indices~n, k! as well as the complex polar Ker
spectra, and the values ofsyz from n and k as well as the
transverse Kerr spectra (Dr /r ) obtained at two angles o
incidence~50° and 70°!. Figures 5 and 6 show, respectivel
the real and imaginary parts of the two off-diagonal comp
nentssxy andsyz of the conductivity tensor for the selecte
samples, whereas Fig. 7 shows the real and imaginary p
of the diagonal components, extracted from the measu
refractive indices. Theoretical curves for Re(sxy), Im(sxy),
Re(sxx), and Im(sxx), calculated using experimentally dete
mined in-plane and out-of-plane lattice parameters of the
lected samples, are also shown in the same figures, as w
experimental results from other authors.12–15,27

Comparing our experimental spectra in Figs. 5~a!, 5~b!,
6~a!, and 6~b!, it is evident that the shape of thexy and yz
experimental spectra of the same sample is very similar,
the absolute values are higher in theyz component than in
the xy component. We attribute part of this difference
insufficient magnetic field to saturate the samples in the p
Kerr measurement. Therefore, as the spectral shap
equivalent forsxy andsyz , the tetragonal distortion does no
induce appreciable difference between these component
a specific distorted sample. Nevertheless, the distortion d
produce important differences between the spectra for

FIG. 2. Real~a! and imaginary~b! parts of the refractive index
for selected samples with high and low degrees of distortion.
and down triangles are data from other authors~see Refs. 12 and
13!.
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distorted and undistorted samples, as can be seen in the
ures.

V. DISCUSSION

The first point to be clarified is the origin of the observ
out-of-plane expansion in the Fe lattice. As already m
tioned in Sec. III, there exists a large distortion in our
films that cannot be explained using elastic considerations
order to elucidate the origin of this distortion, several te
samples were grown at room temperature, under the s
sputtering plasma conditions as those used for the sam
shown in this paper, but with different capping layers. The

FIG. 3. Transverse Kerr spectra for selected LGT and H
samples.

FIG. 4. Complex Kerr effect measured for selected LGT a
HGT samples.
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test samples were capped with Pt~two samples! and Ti ~one
sample!. One of the test samples capped with Pt was, prio
Pt deposition, exposed to reactive sputtering plasma iden
to that used for the deposition of the TiN. A final sample w
grown without capping and cappedex situwith wax imme-
diately after its extraction from the deposition chamber
avoid oxidation as much as possible. Samples grown with
any presence of N2 showed expansions of 1.2% to 1.4
when cappedin situ with Pt or Ti orex situwith wax. On the
other hand, samples exposed to N2 for the reactive deposition
of TiN or exposed to an Ar1N2 plasma prior to the deposi
tion of Pt presented expansions of 5.5%~see Table II for
details!. This clearly indicates that it is the presence of
reactive plasma and, in particular, the presence of nitro
ions in the reactive plasma that induces the observed la
distortions. In our interpretation, nitrogen penetrates into
Fe film through the crystallite grain boundaries. The amo
of nitrogen entering the Fe film accounts for the lattice d
tortion. The density of grain boundaries increases with
creasing growth temperature~poorer structural quality as ob
served with RHEED!. Thus nitrogen penetration is mor
effective for Fe films deposited at low temperatures~below
300 °C!, yielding a higher distortion. The nitrogen penetr
tion is more difficult in samples grown at high temperatu
~over 300 °C!, yielding a lower distortion. This fact explain

FIG. 5. Real part of the off-diagonal elements of the conduc
ity tensor~a! sxy and ~b! syz for selected LGT and HGT samples
Theoretical results are also included for the case of Re(sxy) together
with convolution ~Conv.! with a Gaussian of full width at half
maximum 1.5 eV for RT sample. Experimental results from Re
14, 15, and 27 are also shown.
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the differences in strain observed in our Fe films as a fu
tion of growth temperature. The influence of interstitial n
trogen on strain has been studied for Fe-N-Si sput
deposited films,28 where it was said to be the cause of
nonelastic component of the strain also. In our test sam
there is still a nonelastic component of the strain, of the or
of 1–1.5 %, that is not due to N. We propose to attribute t
nonelastic component to residual strain that originates fr
interstitial Ar penetrating through grain boundaries in
analogous way to nitrogen. Since the size of an Ar atom
much larger than that of a N atom, the penetration of Ar into
the Fe film will be lower too, explaining the observed r
duced strain.

It is well known29–31 that nitrogen reacts with Fe to form
iron nitrides. Amongst these, the most similar ones to
structures we obtain correspond to Fe16N2, a8- and
a9-martensite, witha52.86 and 5.72 Å andc53.15 and
6.29 Å, respectively. These phases have been prepared
example, by reactive sputter deposition,32 nitrogen ion
implantation,33 molecular-beam epitaxy in nitroge
ambient,34 and ion-beam-assisted deposition.35 The most
similar deposition method to the one we have used is re
tive sputtering. In all the reported works, the phase obtai
immediately after reactive sputter deposition w
a8-martensite. This indicates that in the present case

-

.

FIG. 6. Imaginary part of the off-diagonal elements of the co
ductivity tensor~a! sxy and ~b! syz for selected LGT and HGT
samples. Theoretical results are also included for the case
Im(sxy). Experimental results from Refs. 14, 15, and 27 are a
shown.
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10 502 PRB 62J. L. MENÉNDEZ et al.
should have ana8-like phase~lower order in the N posi-
tions!. However, the out-of-plane lattice constant for thea8
phase is 3.15 Å, a value much higher than that observed
~3.034 Å!. This discrepancy excludes the possibility of fo
mation of a purea8 phase. As the maximum strain observ
here is approximately half that corresponding
(a8,a9)-martensite, we conclude, by applying Vegard’s la
that the maximum amount of nitrogen in our Fe films
approximately half that necessary to forma8- or

FIG. 7. Real~a! and imaginary~b! parts of the diagonal ele
mentssxx of the conductivity tensor, experimental and theoreti
results. Convolution~Conv.! with a Gaussian of full width at half
maximum 1.5 eV for RT sample is included for Re(sxx). Experi-
mental results from Refs. 12 and 13 are also shown.

TABLE II. Perpendicular lattice parameters for test sampl
Samples marked with an asterisk are those grown with no pres
of N2.

Capping
Out-of-plane

lattice parameter~Å!
Out-of-plane

expansion~%!

* Pt 2.905 1.4
Pt/~Ar1N2

plasma!
3.021 5.4

* Ti 2.902 1.2
TiN 3.026 5.6

* Wax
~ex situ!

2.905 1.4
re

,

a9-martensite. Consequently, we expect an atomic ratio
approximately 1N:16Fe, i.e., 6–7 % of N atoms, in our film
Given the amount of nitrogen found in the samples, we w
attribute, in a first approach, the observed changes in
optical and magneto-optical spectra to lattice distortion,
not to the formation of a FexNy compound. Nevertheless,
the Fe grain boundaries are directional, offering preferen
adsorption sites for nitrogen atoms, the different compone
of the conductivity tensor should be affected in differe
ways by this nitrogen. Transmission electron microscopy
periments might be useful in elucidating this question.

In order to investigate whether this N-induced deform
tion is sufficient by itself to explain the observed changes
the spectra, we have calculated the diagonal as well as
off-diagonal components of the conductivity tensor using
experimentally determined lattice parameters as input par
eters inab initio band-structure-based magneto-optical c
culations. The results are presented in Figs. 5@Re(sxy,syz)#,
6 @ Im(sxy,syz)#, and 7 @Re(sxx),Im(sxx)#. Our experimental
and theoretical spectra show similar trends~lowering of the
intensity of the transitions with increasing distortion!, but
they differ substantially in the magnitude of the changes.

Therefore, some other factors besides lattice distort
have to play an important role in the experimentally o
served changes. Another possible factor that needs to be
counted for is the grain size, which is different for the sam
grown at low temperature~85 Å! than for the sample grown
at high temperature~120 Å!. One way of taking this into
account theoretically is to convolute the obtained spec
with a Gaussian whose width is related to the relaxat
time. In Figs. 5~a! and 7~a! the influence of the relaxation
time for Re(sxx) and Re(sxy) for a sample grown at RT is
shown. In both cases, convoluting the theoretical calculati
with a Gaussian leads to a broadening of the transition
slight reduction in the intensity, and an increase in the d
ference between the relaxed and distorted calculated s
tures. Nevertheless, the convolution has a small influence
the energetic positions of the spectral features. In Fig. 7~a!
@Re(sxx)#, this analysis shows that grain size could play so
role, since the convoluted spectra are found to be close
the experimental spectra than the nonconvoluted spectra
the other hand, in Fig. 5~a!, where Re(sxy) spectra are com-
pared, the convoluted spectra differ more strongly from
experimental spectra than the nonconvoluted spectra.
suggests that the grain size can also affect the experime
results, but it is not sufficient to account for all the diffe
ences between the experimental and theoretical spectra.

Another possibility is hybridization between the nitroge
and iron orbitals, but this factor is not easy to take into a
count theoretically, without precise knowledge of the po
tions of the nitrogen atoms in the Fe lattice.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Highly distorted Fe thin films~up to 6% expansion in the
out-of-plane lattice parameter! can be obtained by incorpo
rating N into the film through reactive deposition of a Ti
capping layer. This N-induced distortion strongly depends
the Fe growth temperature, which determines grain size
therefore porosity of the film at the atomic scale. Accordi
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to Vegard’s rule, the maximum amount of nitrogen expec
in our Fe films is about 6–7 %. We consider this value
insufficient to form compounds such asa8- or
a9-martensite.

No important differences are observed between differ
off-diagonal elements (sxy vs syz! for a given tetragonally
distorted sample. Stronger differences are found in these
ements when comparing distorted vs relaxed samples. T
differences are nevertheless smaller than in the diagona
ements.

The most important effects of the lattice distortion on t
conductivity tensor occur in the diagonal terms, showing
decrease of the intensity and broadening of the peaks in
distorted samples with respect to the nondistorted on
However, a comparison of the theoretical and experime
results shows that not only lattice distortion needs to be c
sidered when a complete explanation of the observed eff
is pursued. In this sense, other possible contributions h
ed
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el-
ese
el-

e
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n-
cts

ave

been proposed, such as differences in grain size and hyb
ization of the orbitals of nitrogen with those of iron.
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